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1. The Importance and Impact of Binary Supermassive Black Hole Observations
The ngVLA will be a powerful probe of dual and binary supermassive black holes
(SMBHs), performing detailed studies of their population and evolution, and enabling
powerful multi-messenger science when combined with gravitational-wave detection.
The ngVLA will enable such studies by an unprecedented combination of sensitivity,
frequency coverage, and particularly if equipped with long baselines, essentially unpar-
alleled angular resolution.
Dual (. 10 kpc separation) and binary (. 10 pc separation) SMBH systems can
form during major galaxy mergers. Figure 1 illustrates the formation and evolution of
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double SMBH systems, from the initial stages of a merger of galaxies to the emission
of gravitational waves to an SMBH merger (Begelman et al. 1980). When one or both
SMBHs power an active galactic nucleus, multi-wavelength emission can directly mark
the presence and locations of the SMBHs. Jets produced by these active nuclei will
generate radio emission. Because jet cores closely trace the location of a SMBH, and
because of the extended lifetime of synchrotron jet observability, radio observations
both at high resolution and of larger-scale jet structures provide excellent tools to trace
the current and past dynamics of SMBHs in a merging system.
SMBH pairs confidently mark ongoing galaxy mergers and imminent SMBH co-
alescences, and are therefore a strong probe of redshift-dependent merger rates, oc-
cupation fractions of dual SMBHs in galaxies, and post-merger dynamical evolution.
If we determine the rate and environments of systems containing two or more widely
separated active galactic nuclei (AGN), we can explore merger-induced activity of nu-
clei and susbequent SMBH growth. These dual AGN probe the critical regime during
which the black holes and their associated galactic-scale stellar cores are virialized (e. g.
within ∼10 kpc black hole separation). During this phase, both star formation and AGN
activity peak during galaxy mergers, according to cosmological simulations (Blecha
et al. 2013). Having a sample of dual AGN is key to testing predictions from simula-
tions, such as whether the most luminous AGN are preferentially triggered in mergers
and whether there is a time-lag between star formation triggering and AGN triggering
in mergers (Hopkins 2012; Hopkins et al. 2014).
A systematic survey of dual and binary SMBHs also allows a direct prediction of
the projected gravitational wave signals in the low and very low frequency regime of
gravitational radiation. Both pulsar timing arrays (PTAs) and future space-based laser
interferometers have binary SMBHs as a key target. They may detect both “discrete”
individual targets, and a stochastic background of small-orbit SMBH binaries.
The ngVLA will also be coming online at a time when PTAs like the North Amer-
ican Nanohertz Observatory for Gravitational Waves (NANOGrav) expects to have al-
ready detected a number of discrete binary SMBHs (e. g. Mingarelli et al. 2017; Kelley
et al. 2017b). LISA is expected to directly constrain SMBH binary coalescence rates
soon after its launch (Klein et al. 2016; Amaro-Seoane et al. 2017). Gravitational-
wave and multi-messenger astronomy with SMBHs will thus be a leading pursuit of
the ngVLA era. Particularly with long (VLBI) baselines, ngVLA will have the poten-
tial to identify the hosts of emitting gravitational-wave systems, enabling broad-scoped
science that includes:
• Precise orbital tracking of binary SMBHs via parsec-scale jet morphology and
core tracking (Bansal et al. 2017).
• Use of SMBHs as a standard ruler (D’Orazio & Loeb 2017).
• Measurement of merger-induced accretion rates and imaging of small-scale AGN
feedback (Müller-Sánchez et al. 2015)
• Detailed multi-wavelength and multi-messenger studies of circumbinary disk
evolution and binary inspiral timescales (e. g. Kelley et al. 2017a).
• Calibration of SMBH-host relations up to moderate/high redshifts via direct SMBHB
mass measurements (host identification breaks the distance/mass degeneracy en-
countered in PTA discrete source detection).
In the remainder of this chapter, we describe the various approaches that can be
used to identify SMBH pairs with the ngVLA (Sec. 2), compare those with past searches
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Figure 1. Figure from Burke-Spolaor et al. (2018), summarizing the binary
SMBH life-cycle. A major unknown in binary evolution theory is the efficiency
of inspiral from ∼10 pc down to ∼0.1 pc separations, after which the binary can coa-
lesce efficiently due to gravitational waves. The ngVLA will discover widely sepa-
rated binaries, and depending on its long-baseline sensitivity, could discover targets
detectable by pulsar timing arrays (PTAs). PTAs such as NANOGrav can detect su-
permassive (> 108 M) binaries within ∼0.1 pc separation (second panel in the lower
figure). On rare occasion, PTAs may detect the permanent space-time deformation
(GW memory) caused by a binary’s coalescence (Favata 2009). LISA will detect
lower-mass binaries, up to ∼ 107 M, in the weeks or months leading up to coales-
cence. Image credits: Galaxies, Hubble/STSci; 4C37.11, Rodriguez et al. (2006);
Simulation visuals, C. Henze/NASA; Circumbinary accretion disk, C. Cuadra.
in Sec. 3, and discuss synergies with multi-wavelength observations in Sec. 4. Finally,
Sec. 5 lays out several example ngVLA studies and their general requirements for suc-
cess.
2. Identifying Paired SMBHs with Radio Emission
The ngVLA could be used to conduct surveys for SMBH pairs, follow up candidates
identified in other surveys, or both. Either way, in order to reveal dual or binary SMBH
candidates with the ngVLA, a few identification methods are available. ngVLA can
identify pairs through studies of morphology, spectra, and/or time-dependence of the
bulk relativistic flow of particles from the SMBHs.
2.1. Direct Core Imaging
Radio imaging of multiple self-absorbed synchrotron cores in the∼1–50 GHz frequency
range is one of the most direct routes to identify dual SMBHs. It is exceedingly rare to
find bright multiple flat-spectrum objects within close proximity (e. g. Rodriguez et al.
2006; Burke-Spolaor 2011). The radio “core” that is seen in SMBHs represents the
shock front near the base of the radio jet, which is compact and in a region of consid-
erable optical depth. These can show a flat spectrum (with spectral index α & −0.5,
where S ∝ f α) up to moderate GHz frequencies (e. g. Blandford & Königl 1979). This
technique relies on detecting more than one flat-spectrum, compact radio source within
a common merger host. Confident confirmation of the nature of such detections requires
4 Burke-Spolaor et al.
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Figure 2. The observed population of candidate AGN pairs to date compared with
the resolution of the ngVLA. Each point represents a dual AGN discovered via radio
(X), X-ray (circles), or optical/near-IR (dots; from Liu et al. 2011). Approximate
lines for critical stages in binary formation and evolution are marked as horizontal
lines. The red, green, and purple curves indicate the resolution limit of 10 GHz,
50 GHz, and 120 GHz center observing bands, respectively; for each observing set-
up, one cannot resolve a binary orbit below that line. The dashed curves show the
resolution limit of 150 km baselines, while the solid curves show a nominal 1000 km
extended-baseline array. The ngVLA with a VLBI expansion can resolve, and hence
directly image and identify, double supermassive black holes at sub-10 pc separa-
tions. Longer baselines and higher frequencies have the potential to resolve multi-
messenger SMBH binaries in the nearby Universe (indicated by the curves that cross
the dark yellow region).
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modelling of broad-band continuum spectra, high-resolution morphological modelling,
and ideally long-term studies of proper motion. For instance, in the object 4C37.11
(Fig. 1), there are two cores at a projected separation of 7 pc that remain compact down
to sub-mas resolutions, with larger-scale diffuse emission that support the interpretation
of the two knots as distinct, but gravitationally interacting, SMBHs. Long-term astro-
metric observations of this object have led to the first tentative “orbital tracking” for a
resolved binary, although its orbital period is fairly long at ∼104 yr (Bansal et al. 2017).
Figure 2 shows a census of known and candidate resolved (imaged) dual SMBHs.
Uniquely, radio identifications have probed separations within a few hundred parsecs:
the radius of a typical galactic stellar bulge (Merritt & Milosavljevic´ 2005). Double
black hole systems with separations smaller than a few tens of parsecs are direct pre-
cursors to the gravitational-wave emitters detectable by PTAs and space-based laser
interferometers, so are of utmost interest to the target science outlined in Section 1.
There is only one confident binary in this range (Rodriguez et al. 2006), and only a
scant list of candidates (Deane et al. 2014; Kharb et al. 2017).
Binary SMBHs are relatively rare, and performing a complete blind search for
dual radio cores requires relatively high dynamic range and thorough u, v coverage at
high resolution. Present facilities have aspects of these but not all. While the VLA has
excellent sensitivity and u, v coverage, it lacks sufficient resolution to discover close
pairs. While current long-baseline facilities have excellent resolution, they lack the
snapshot sensitivity and u, v coverage to thoroughly probe cores (e. g. Deller & Middel-
berg 2014). The ngVLA has a unique potential to reach a balance between these factors
(Bansal et al. in prep).
2.2. Jet Morphology
Identification of dual AGN via large-scale jet morphology is somewhat fraught because
of the difficulty in discerning external vs. internal influences on the jet(s). Dual AGN
emitting on long time scales can produce quadruple jets (Fig. 3), and binary interactions
can result in precessing jets that produce large-scale S-shaped radio jet morphologies.
Parabolic SMBH-SMBH encounters and binary coalescences can rapidly reorient a jet,
potentially producing X-shaped morphologies (Merritt & Ekers 2002). Previous large-
scale radio surveys (e. g., NVSS, FIRST) have had a strong output of candidate binary
or post-merger SMBHs identified through their large-scale jet morphologies. Recent
surveys of such radio jet morphologies include 87 X-shaped radio jets found with the
VLA (Roberts et al. 2018). However, past studies have revealed that many such mor-
phologies can be described by backwards-flows of expelled jet material caused by fluid
dynamics, rather than originating from a dual system (Saripalli & Subrahmanyan 2009).
Still, some (as shown in Fig. 3) have been demonstrated either conclusively or
extensively as candidate genuine dual AGN. Broad searches for such features require
low-surface-brightness sensitivity coupled with resolution.
Large-scale periodic knots along radio jets have also been hypothesized to be pe-
riodic accretion episodes fueled by a binary; however, these are difficult to distinguish
from flow instabilities (Godfrey et al. 2012).
2.3. Variability in Morphology or Flux
Some radio quasars show light curves that appear to be periodic or sinusoidal. At high
spatial resolutions, some jets have morphological variability: e. g. 1928+738 has jets
that trace out helical patterns as a function of time (Figure 3; Roos et al. 1993). A
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Figure 3. Three examples of candidate dual AGN identified through their static or
time-dependent radio jet morphology (Sections 2.2, 2.3). Left: 3C 75, the dual cores
of which have a 7 kpc projected separation and exhibits large-scale jet structures
that have misaligned but correlated morphology. (Credit: NRAO/AUI; F. N. Owen,
C. P. O’Dea, M. Inoue, & J. Eilek). Center: NGC 326, which has an X-shaped
structure that inspired its dual nucleus interpretation. The cores were confirmed at
other wavelengths, as shown. (Credit: NRAO/AUI; STScI [inset]). Right: The
helical jet of 1928+738 shows a 2.9-year cycle (Roos et al. 1993).
common interpretation of both of these effects is that an accreting, jet-producing black
hole has a jet axis whose angle is being modified by a secondary, orbiting SMBH.
Confident identification of a periodicity in a light curve requires long-term variability
monitoring (over more than a few cycles) to ensure that the observed variability is
genuinely cyclical, and not simply the detection of a red noise process (Vaughan et al.
2016; Charisi et al. 2018). Thus, light curve variability programs require a long-term
time investment for candidate binary identification.
As with the tracking of 4C37.11 (Bansal et al. 2017), in an ideal case we will be
able to track the orbital movements of one or two distinct cores. However, making
the simple but suitable assumption that binaries are circular and obey Kepler’s third
law, their approximate largest physical separation scales with binary period as a ∝ P2/3.
This means that the majority of resolvable binaries will have orbital periods well beyond
human lifetimes. Tracking the orbital motion will only be possible for long baselines,
and for the massive compact systems at low redshifts. With long-baseline (∼10,000 km)
arrays, such observations will be possible for 109M radio-emitting binaries with few
parsec separations out to z ∼ 0.1 on timescales of a few years. This clearly underscores
the importance of a VLBI option for the ngVLA. If ngVLA baselines are limited to 300
km, then the timescales for resolving orbital properties will increase by a factor of 200,
essentially making the ngVLA unsuitable for such studies despite its terrific snapshot
sensitivity.
2.4. Maser Dynamics
Long-baseline observations of masers have been instrumental in finding SMBH masses
and analyzing accretion disk dynamics (e.g., Miyoshi et al. 1995, Braatz et al. 2010,
Kuo et al. 2013, Gao et al. 2016). Deviations from Keplerian motion in the maser
rotation curves can indicate that the potential is not that of a point source (e.g., Kuo
et al. 2011), and they can therefore be sensitive to close SMBH binaries (i.e., orbital
separations of roughly ∼0.01–0.1 pc).
For wider SMBH binaries (∼1–100 pc separation), the maser rotation curve is not
expected to be substantially different from Keplerian. In this case, one can compare
the barycenter velocity derived from the maser rotation curve (which unambiguously
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traces the SMBH velocity) to that of the galaxy on large scales (∼10’s of kpc, traced
using stellar or HI dynamics). Significant differences between these two velocities are
then indicative of binary or recoiling SMBHs, although a measurement of a velocity
offset cannot by itself distinguish between the two possibilities (Pesce et al. 2018,
submitted to ApJ).
3. Current Radio Searches and Limitations
In the past, most radio-identified candidate binary SMBHs have mainly been found
serendipitously. A few concerted efforts have attempted to survey directly for binary
SMBHs. Here we discuss these, their successes, and limitations.
A number of blind or semi-blind searches have been made for dual radio cores,
which as described in Sec. 2.1 is most easily realized through spectral imaging to search
for multiple compact, flat-spectrum radio components. Burke-Spolaor (2011) searched
all available historical data from the Very Long Baseline Array with dual-frequency
imaging; despite the large sample size (∼3200 AGN), this search was limited primarily
by sensitivity. The VIPS survey of radio cores (Helmboldt et al. 2007) originally dis-
covered 4C37.11 as an extended flat-spectrum object; this source was later evidenced
to be a binary SMBH (Rodriguez et al. 2006). Tremblay et al. (2016) performed multi-
frequency imaging of the flux-limited ∼1100 AGN included in VIPS, all of which were
pre-selected to be bright and flat-spectrum. This search did not identify any new binary
systems from the VIPS sample, and concluded that 15 candidates remained uncon-
firmed. Finally, Condon et al. (2011) performed deep observations of 834 radio-bright
2MASS galaxies, under the hypothesis that the most massive galaxies must have un-
dergone a major merger in their history, and therefore might contain a binary or re-
coiling SMBH. So far from these surveys, only one resolved dual core, 4C37.11, was
re-detected. On simple arguments of merger rates, inspiral timescales, and radio AGN
luminosity functions, at least tens of SMBH pairs must exist within these samples;
thus, it is clear that these past experiments have been limited by a combination of u, v
coverage, sensitivity, dynamic range, and perhaps sample size.
4. Current Multi-wavelength Synergies and Limitations
Dual and binary SMBH signatures have been proposed in a number of wavebands (see,
e. g., the review in Burke-Spolaor 2013), and searches pursuing those signatures have
revealed a number of binary candidates. We note that in all cases SMBH binaries have
been challenging to identify because of their small separation on the sky, the uncertain-
ties related to the uniqueness of their observational signatures, and the limited baseline
of monitoring campaigns. Direct radio imaging, however, can provide an excellent
follow-up to explore the nature of objects identified with these signatures.
The most prolific binary search method thus far has been the use of photometric
and spectroscopic optical signatures to reveal candidate SMBH binaries. We describe
that work here given its relevance to upcoming synoptic sky surveys that will be con-
temporary to ngVLA.
Multi-wavelength (radio, optical, and X-ray) searches for SMBH systems with
large separations, corresponding to early stages of galactic mergers, have so far suc-
cessfully identified a number of dual and offset AGN, as shown in Fig. 3 (Komossa
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et al. 2003; Fu et al. 2011; Koss et al. 2011, 2016; Liu et al. 2013; Comerford et al.
2015; Barrows et al. 2016; Müller-Sánchez et al. 2015, and others).
SMBHs with even smaller (parsec and sub-parsec) separations are representative
of the later stages of galactic mergers in which the two SMBHs are sufficiently close
to form a gravitationally bound pair. Direct imaging using VLBI can confidently detect
such a system, however requires deep observations to do so successfully. In this regard,
optical surveys can help to identify a sample of SMBH binaries for VLBI followup (see
Bogdanovic´ 2015, for a review). Current studies have been exploring periodic quasar
variability as a potential indicator for binary SMBH emissions; these and future surveys
of this kind using synoptic instruments like PAN-STARRS and LSST will reveal many
candidate binary systems ideal for follow-up with the ngVLA plus a long-baseline ex-
tension.
Current photometric surveys have already uncovered about 150 SMBH binary can-
didates (e.g., Valtonen et al. 2008; Graham et al. 2015; Charisi et al. 2016; Liu et al.
2016). In this approach, the quasi-periodic variability in the lightcurves of monitored
quasars is interpreted as a manifestation of binary orbital motion. Because of the fi-
nite temporal extent of the surveys, most of these candidates have orbital periods of
order a few years, hence would be in the regime of gravitational-radiation-dominated
inspiral (Fig. 1). However, studies of this type suffer the same red-noise issues noted in
Sec. 2.3. A recent, initially quite promising binary SMBH candidate from a quasar light
curve, PG1302, has recently been losing traction. Additional data from the All-Sky Au-
tomated Survey for Supernovae (ASAS-SN), extending the light curve to present-day,
shows that the periodicity does not persist and disfavors the binary SMBH interpreta-
tion (Liu et al. 2018). Furthermore, the upper limit placed by PTAs on the gravitational
wave background largely rules out the amplitude implied by the ∼ 150 photometric
binary candidates, implying that some significant fraction of them are unlikely to be
SMBH binaries (Sesana et al. 2017). While this will lead to a downward revision in the
number of photometrically identified SMBH binary candidates, it provides a nice ex-
ample of the effectiveness of multi-messenger techniques, when they can be combined.
Spectroscopic searches for SMBH binaries have so far identified several dozen
candidates. They rely on the detection of a velocity shift in the emission-line spectrum
of an SMBH binary that arises as a consequence of the binary orbital motion (Gaskell
1983, 1996; Bogdanovic´ et al. 2009). The main complication of this approach is that
the velocity-shift signature is not unique to SMBH binaries; it may also arise from
outflowing winds near the SMBH, or even from a gravitational-wave recoil kick (e.g.,
Popovic´ 2012; Eracleous et al. 2012; Barth et al. 2015). To address this ambiguity,
spectroscopic searches have been designed to monitor the offset of broad emission-line
profiles over multiple epochs and target sources in which modulations in the offset are
consistent with binary orbital motion (Bon et al. 2012, 2016; Eracleous et al. 2012;
Decarli et al. 2013; Ju et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2014; Shen et al. 2013; Runnoe et al. 2015,
2017; Li et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2017). Two drawbacks of this approach however
remain: (a) temporal baselines of spectroscopic campaigns cover only a fraction of the
SMBH binary orbital cycle and (b) intrinsic variability of the line profiles may mimic
or hide radial velocity variations, making these measurements more challenging and
less deterministic (Runnoe et al. 2017).
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5. Example ngVLA Studies
Dual and binary SMBH studies can be realized by a number of specific studies enabled
by the ngVLA:
Blind surveys. The ngVLA can survey many sources (thousands) with high sensitiv-
ity, high dynamic range, and high two-dimensional image fidelity (i. e. relatively
complete u, v coverage) in the frequency range 1–50 GHz with moderate resolu-
tion. These abilities would enable a blind survey for resolved dual cores in the
&few parsec separation regime. Such a survey could also reveal single, offset
cores that may arise from a gravitational-wave recoil kick following a SMBH
merger. Candidates can be cross-matched with future optical/near-IR or X-ray
(e. g., Athena) surveys to measure spectra, redshifts, and disturbed host galaxy
structures. While the multi-wavelength observations might not have the reso-
lution of the ngVLA, they would provide a more complete understanding of a
candidate and whether it is a genuine dual AGN, a gravitational lens, a chance
projection, or even a recoiling SMBH.
Targeted surveys to test candidate binaries. Many binary SMBH candidates are likely
to be identified in the coming decades by numerous instruments (including PTAs,
LSST and the extremely large optical telescopes currently being planned). The
ngVLA will be the premier instrument to follow up these candidates in radio,
with the goal of understanding their long-term dynamics through large-scale jet
morphologies (at low GHz frequencies, given sufficient sensitivity to low surface
brightness emission). A VLBI component on the ngVLA will enable observation
and tracking of resolved dual cores, which will truly confirm a binary and allow
in-depth study of SMBH binary evolution.
Core variability. The frequency range of ngVLA makes it well-suited to observe AGN
that are dominated by core emission. Past work has shown that in blind surveys
at ∼10 GHz, radio cores are more dominant than diffuse lobes (Massardi et al.
2011). Thus, the high sensitivity of the ngVLA at tens of GHz frequencies can
permit easier time-resolved radio quasar light curve monitoring, and thus have
the potential to identify more examples that might exhibit periodic activity due
to variable accretion or orbital precession.
Multi-messenger searches. GW experiments can only poorly localize their detections
(Ellis 2013). In concert with multi-wavelength facilities, the ngVLA could per-
form efficient follow-up surveys for all galaxies within a given error radius, iden-
tifying a host by looking for the signatures described above. With sufficiently
high sensitivity on long baselines, the ngVLA could observe and track the orbital
motions of radio cores for the most nearby GW candidates, thus enabling spe-
cific multi-messenger studies. In particular, PTAs will preferentially detect the
most massive (MBH ∼> 109 M), nearby (z ∼< 0.1) objects that are accessible to
Earth-based VLBI (e. g. Kelley et al. 2017a; Mingarelli et al. 2017).
Long-baseline benefits. A VLBI component to the ngVLA has clear benefits for this
field of research. A long-baseline extension to the ngVLA, where each long
baseline consists of a cluster of ∼5 antennas, would yield several major benefits.
First, much of the imaging of double black holes is resolution-limited, meaning
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that going to longer baselines would immediately allow the probing of closer
pairs of black holes. Second, long baselines would allow the maser experiments
described in Section 2.4. Third, the clusters themselves can be used for pulsar
timing when the ngVLA core is not being used as part of a VLBI project, giving
access to the pulsars too far north for SKA timing.
The above studies enabled by the ngVLA will provide unique probes of SMBH binary
evolution in regimes inaccessible with other methods. This includes crucial data on
binaries in the truly gravitationally bound phase, such as information about their sep-
arations, inspiral timescales, luminosities and variability even when not in a rapidly-
accreting “quasar" state. Moreover, studies of radio jet morphology and energetics will
provide unprecedented constraints on the mechanisms by which SMBH feedback drives
host evolution and contributes to the origin of the observed SMBH-galaxy correlations.
In concert with complementary SMBH binary studies by PTAs and LISA,1 the ngVLA
will be a key cornerstone in the coming era of multimessenger astronomy. The synergy
between these electromagnetic and gravitational-wave probes of the binary regime has
the potential to unravel the full puzzle of binary SMBH evolution and its close ties to
the evolution of galaxies.
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